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Since the 2006 annual meeting, I have talked with the 
board about stepping down from my position as 
Executive Director. As a result of these discussions,  
we recently initiated a search and hope to have a new 
Executive Director selected and on the job by 
mid-July, 2008. 
 
I plan to stay involved in our initiatives as a Senior 
Fellow of the Center. However, the contingencies 
surrounding fiction writing and interesting consulting 
opportunities have gained increasing power in my life. 
And, though I sometimes don’t believe it, I seem to be 
getting older, not younger. Life-spans, mine included, 
are finite. There’s much that I yet want to do. 
 
My decision to leave one of the most rewarding 
positions of my professional life has been a difficult 
one. I’ve appreciated your counsel and enjoyed our 
shared success in pursuit of the Cambridge Center 
mission – to advance the scientific study of behavior 
and its humane applications, including the prevention 
and relief of human suffering. 
 
I look forward to supporting the new Executive Director 
and continuing to work with you as we develop new 
initiatives. 
 
Thank you for your unparalleled support. When we’ve 
hit rough spots in our journey, you’ve been there for the 
Center, and for me. And in good times, we’ve shared 
the joy of knowing that the quality of the lives of 
children, parents, teachers, managers and employees, to 
name only a few beneficiaries of humane applied 
behavioral technology, has been improved by our work. 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the science of 
behavior analysis has been strengthened by our shared 
efforts. 
 
With heartfelt thanks, 
       Dwight 
Dwight Harshbarger, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 

 Life changes – the search 
for a new Executive Director 

On October 6 – 7, 2007, a record number of trustees, members 
and friends of the Cambridge Center gathered at the O’Hare 
Radisson and the Chicago School for Professional Psychology 
and the 2007 annual meeting. 

Trustees attending the meeting included Edward L. Anderson, 
Paul Andronis, Charles Catania, Phil Chase, Betsy J. 
Constantine, Aubrey Daniels, Edward J. Feeney, Celia Wolk 
Gershenson, Sigrid S. Glenn, Gina Green, Dwight Harshbarger, 
Philip Hineline, Rob Holdsambeck, Ramona Houmanfar, T. V. 
Joe Layng, Robert F. Littleton, M. Jackson Marr, Mark A. 
Mattaini, Thomas C. Mawhinney, Roger McIntire, Terry E. 
McSween, Francis Mechner, Charles T. Merbitz, Jay Moore, 
Henry S. Pennypacker, and Janet Twyman, along with Zachary 
Layng, Rebekah Pavlik, Kenneth R. Stephens, Susan Stephens, 
Bill Webber. 

Highlights of the 
meeting  
 Elected as CCBS Advisors – 

Jennifer Austin, Mark Dixon, 
Thorlakur Karlsson, Pamela Osnes, 
Giovanni Presti, Ingunn Sandaker, 
Howard S. Sloane, Fabio Tosolini, 
Criss Wilhite, and Tracy Zinn. 

 Trustees re-elected to three-year 
terms – Sigrid Glenn, Paul Andronis, 
A. Charles Catania, Philip Chase, 
Betsy J. Constantine, Janet Ellis, 
Patrick Friman, Donald Hantula, 
Ramona Houmanfar, Steven Hursh, 
Jeff Kupfer, Darnell Lattal, Robert 
Littleton, Armando Machado, Mark 
Mattaini, Roger McIntire, Francis 
Mechner, Carol Pilgrim, Deborah 
Shanley, Gerald Shook, and Murray 
Sidman. 

 Elected as new trustees – Mark 
Alavosius, Mark Branch, Michael 
Dougher, Kathleen Dyer, Timothy 
Ludwig, Thomas Mawhinney, Charles Merbitz, Paolo 
Moderato, James Mulick, Dennis Reid, Timothy Shahan, Claire 
St. Peter Pipkin, and Thomas Zane. 

(Continued on page 4) 

2007 Annual Meeting of the  
CCBS Trustees 

Calendar of Events moved to page 7. 



to determine their effectiveness either. Again, despite the well-
meaning work of many, including Hank’s at the University of 
Florida, PSI was misused, sometimes found to be ineffective, 
and much maligned by the educational community.  
 
I am not so naïve to think that evidence alone would convince 
the world to use behavioral innovations. Our technical 
language, clashes between our philosophical roots and those of 
our culture, the popular attraction of the newest fangled 
mechanical technologies (think pod casts!!), and the very real, 
very difficult problems concerning reducing impulsivity, all 
contribute to misconception about and failure to use behavioral 
instruction. One short example of this latter concern might 
suffice for its impact on the field of education. Even if one 
knows that a well-documented sequence of scripts, exercises, 
feedback, and other consequences is usually needed to teach 
meaningful behavior, the small immediate consequences for 
giving a lecture usually control more behavior than the large 
delayed consequences for preparing, arranging, and testing said 
sequence. Is it any wonder that the modal method of teaching is 
still lecturing even though there is strong experimental 
evidence that it is ineffective? Evidence alone will not solve 
our educational problems. These other issues are so important 
that we have to continue to make headway on them.  
 
Some capable people closely associated with the Center are 
working on these issues. Phil Hineline and Charlie Catania 
continue to address our language. Charlie’s new version of 
Learning, which is a classic use of our technical language, is 
currently being published by Sloan Publishing in collaboration 
with the Cambridge Center. Jay Moore just published 
Conceptual Foundations of Radical Behaviorism through the 
same Cambridge Center-Sloan Century Series in Behavior 
Analysis. This text follows on the heels of trustee Andy 
Lattal’s and my edited handbook Behavior Theory and 
Philosophy from Kluwer. These two books provide a number of 
insights into the relations between behavior analytic philosophy 

(Continued on page 3) 
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The Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies was founded 
in 1981.  The founder, Robert Epstein, was joined by a 
distinguished group of behavior scientists, philanthropists, 
and corporations:  Edward L. Anderson, Donald A. Cook, 
Gerbrands Corporation, J.M. Harrison, Kenneth J. Keller, 
Anne Kupfer, Jeffrey Kupfer, Hugh G. Loebner, Norman 
Baxley Associates, Pfizer Corporation, Research Press, 
Leo J. Reyna, and Upjohn Company. 

Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies 
336 Baker Ave., Concord, MA  01742-2107 

Tel:  978-369-2227, Fax:  978-369-8584 
Email:  center@behavior.org 

Website:  http://www.behavior.org 
 
Philip N. Chase, Ph.D. ~ Chair, Board of Directors  
Dwight Harshbarger, Ph.D. ~ Executive Director 
Tara Kasey ~ Business Manager 
Rebekah Pavlik ~ Webmaster/Manager Member Services 
                              Editor, The Current Repertoire 
Kenneth Stephens, Ph.D., Operant Systems ~ Web Application 
                              Developer 

I dedicate my first column to Henry S. Pennypacker. Hank’s 
leadership of the board for the past six years has been superb. 
He developed a wonderful relationship with Dwight and 
together they have pushed, pulled, and prodded the 
Cambridge Center to new successes. As I listened to Hank’s 
dinner presentation at the annual meeting this fall, I was 
awed by his accomplishments, reminded that his work had an 
early and profound influence on me, and humbled by the 
thought that I am following his act. Not just a tough one to 
follow, but like children and animal acts, almost impossible! 
But hope comes from the possibility that I can keep one of 
Hank’s enduring legacies, his work on technology transfer in 
education, moving in the right direction. In this regard, I 
would like to tweak the Center’s focus a bit toward efforts on 
quality control in behavioral education. 
  
Many opportunities present themselves to behavior analysts 
today because people often respond positively to our science. 
Managers, front-line supervisors, workers, and unions 
recognize the importance of behavioral safety. Parents, 
pediatricians, psychologists, and teachers opt for behavioral 
treatment plans for people with autism and developmental 
disabilities.  Zoos and pet owners now hire behavior analysts 
to solve significant problems related to human interaction 
with other animals.  
 
Given these positive reactions to our successes, not the least 
of which have been achieved by members of the Center, we 
are in a good position to again have a positive impact on 
areas of education that have met resistance in the past. The 
history of two significant educational innovations by 
behavior analysts, programmed instruction (PI) and the 
Personalized System of Instruction (PSI), however, suggests 
that we should tread carefully in times of success. I submit 
that our greatest care should come from assuring that we do 
not blow this opportunity by failing to attend to quality 
control.  
 
Both PI and PSI were successful in the main culture. PI was 
adopted by major publishers. Books, manuals, and other 
instructional material appeared on diverse topics in 
programmed form. Despite the best efforts of Don Cook, 
Francis Mechner, Susan Markle, and others, however, few of 

these materials had undergone the 
rigorous testing and evaluation that 
was at the heart PI.  
 
PSI also was adopted in many 
fields and college texts appeared 
with PSI or Keller Plan study 
guides, multiple versions of tests 
(for mastery testing), and 
descriptions of how to fit the 
content of the text into a PSI 
course. Few of these materials 

were tested or evaluated 

From the Chair 

Philip  N. Chase 
 Annual Meeting of the Trustees 
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CCBS announces the formation of the Four Corners 
Association for Behavior Analysis (4C-ABA), a regional 
chapter of ABA for Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and 
Utah. The purpose of 4C-ABA is to promote the science and 
practice of behavior analysis in this region, with an emphasis 
on: (1) disseminating basic science research to practitioners, 
particularly studies that bridges animal and human research; 
(2) encouraging the transfer of behavioral technologies; and 
(3) supporting training and education in behavior analysis. 
 
Jeff Kupfer, a trustee of CCBS and President of 4C-ABA, 
has been working with the Officers and Board of Directors to 
organize the first annual 
meeting, which is 
scheduled for April 4 & 5 
in Boulder, Colorado.  The 
line up of speakers is listed 
in the Events Section of the 
CCBS Website. 
 
For further information 
about Four Corners ABA, 
please contact Jeff Kupfer (JKupf@aol.com) or go to: 
www.4caba.org. 

and others. The Blue Books: Goldiamond & Thompson's 
Functional Analysis of Behavior, edited by Paul Andronis, 
Roger McIntire’s parenting column, and the research by our 
members have made the problems of impulsivity apparent and 
the difficulties of self-control a research priority.  
 
We need to continue to address these and other problems, but 
they are beyond my preview and their solutions are over my 
head.  Instead I will advocate for experimental evidence as the 
benchmark for quality control. I see CCBS’s future in assuring 
that Hank’s legacy on the evidence needed to develop a 
technology is continued and strengthened so that the 
opportunities afforded by our culture are not wasted.  
 
In the columns that follow, I will address evidence-based 
practices in education. I will start with the general strategies, but 
quickly move to the details-the tactics being developed by 
companies like Headsprout in reading and iLearn in 
mathematics that turn behavior analytic practices into 
technological solutions to educational problems. In writing 
about these topics for the Center, I will suggest ways that the 
CCBS can contribute to developing these technologies. In 
writing about these topics for behavior analysis in general, I 
hope the examples are instructive for problems that go beyond 
education. This might be too ambitious, but that is my fervent 
hope. Behavior analytic solutions are only as good as their last 
evaluation and evaluation is only as good the experimental 
methods used.    

(Continued from page 2 - From the Chair) 
 

Philip N. Chase, Ph.D. 
Chair, Board of Directors 

New ABA Chapter— 
Four Corners Association for 
Behavior Analysis 

How long have you been involved  
in behavior analysis?  
When I was growing up, I was always interested in science, 
so when I went off to college at UT Arlington, I started off as 
a Chemistry major.  Probably the most important turning 
point in my life was when I took an Experimental Psych 
course from Jim Kopp in 1971.  It was a lab course, and I 
learned how to use relay logic, and then ran some simple 
experiments on a single Long-Evans hooded rat.  I was 
amazed that the cumulative records came out looking pretty 
much like the lab manual said they would!  Jim really turned 
me on to behaviorism, and by the time I left for grad school, 
I had already read most of the books that B.F. Skinner had 
written by that time.  The last course I took as an under-
graduate taught me FORTRAN on a mainframe computer.  I 
put together boxes of punched cards that allowed me to do 
data analysis on a study I was doing on electrical brain 
stimulation as a reinforcer. 
 
When I went to Western Michigan University in 1973, they 
assigned me to Art Snapper on the basis of that little bit of 
computer knowledge.  I’m so fortunate that it worked out 
that way.  Art was still developing his SKED language for 
laboratory process control, so I went from the mainframe 
world to the PDP-8 minicomputer (with only 8k words of 

(Continued on page 6) 

About Ken Stephens 
CCBS Advisor, web guru & more 

Background 

I sort of stumbled into behavior analysis, really. I was not a 
particularly devoted high school student and, after applying 
to several colleges suggested to me by my high school guid-
ance counselor, was accepted by only one. Attending that 
school, Western New England College (WNEC), turned out 
to be a defining experience in my life. At WNEC, you were 
required to declare a major as a freshman and I decided on 
psychology, as that was about the only class I had come 
close to enjoying in high school. This declaration lead to my 
being assigned to Hank Schlinger during the registration 
portion of freshman orientation. I did not know it at the time, 
but Hank was (is) a radical behaviorist of impeccable pedi-
gree. He was also a fantastic academic mentor. The very first 
class I attended was Hank’s Introduction to Psychology.  

That did it. I was captured by both the structure of the course 
and the material presented. I was then introduced to Dennis 
Kolodziejski, now the department chair, who also was a radi-
cal behaviorist. Because of Hank and Dennis, almost all of 
my undergraduate psychology experience was of a radical 
behaviorist perspective. Both took me under their wings, 
gave me a job as a Departmental Assistant, allowed me to 
teach review sessions for their classes, and introduced me to 
a scholarly and academic life. Hank also introduced me to 
Dave Palmer, who was at nearby Smith College and who 

(Continued on page 5) 

Introducing New Member  
Matthew Normand, Ph.D., BCBA 
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At the 2007 annual meeting of the Cambridge Center, 
retiring board chair Hank Pennypacker received the 
Founders’ Award.  
 
The award, established and first presented to Edward L. 
Anderson in 2006, recognizes individuals for their 
dedication, support and exemplary contributions to the 
Cambridge Center. Hank served as a CCBS trustee, 2001 – 
2007, and chaired the board of directors during that period. 
During his tenure, Hank’s leadership was instrumental in the 
Center’s successful development of major initiatives, 
including the accreditation of behavioral safety and ABA 
human service programs, on-line continuing education, and 
an active schedule of conferences.  
 
Always the scientist, when presented with the award by 
CCBS Executive Director Dwight Harshbarger, Hank built 
his acceptance talk around a single Powerpoint slide, a 
Standard Celeration Chart that graphed five years of CCBS 
operating income against total expenses. Within those data 
points were many stories. An exemplary performance on 
Hank’s part in the years covered by the chart.  
 
From the board, trustees, advisors and members, thanks, 
Hank, for all you’ve done to advance the mission of the 
Center. 

Pennypacker Receives 
2007 Founders’ Award 

 Hank Pennypacker announced that his tenure on the 
Board of Directors was ending due to the two-term limit 
stated in the Bylaws. Rob Holdsambeck was elected to a 
three-year term as member of the Board of Directors. 

 The Edward L. Anderson Award for Excellence in 
Education, established in 2006 by the board to recognize a 
person or organization for exemplary contributions of 
behavior analysis to education, will be awarded posthumously 
to Fred Skinner, Fred Keller, and Ogden Lindsley at the ABA 
Convention in May, 2008. 

 Executive Director’s Report, Dwight Harshbarger 

  FY 2007 total revenue grew, and operating revenue as a 
percentage of total expenses increased. Member 
contributions continued at a healthy level. 

  The trustees expressed their appreciation to Terry 
McSween, Henry Pennypacker, Chris Browne, and Ed 
Anderson for their generous financial contributions to the 
Cambridge Center. 

  A program of Accreditation of ABA Human Service 
Programs continues to develop. 

  OnBACE (Online Behavior Analyst Continuing 
Education) modules are in progress, including units by 
Don Hantula, Phil Hineline, and Andy Lattal. Ken 
Stephens demonstrated portions of the currently available 
Lovaas unit and selections from the new Hantula unit. 
Over 100 people have signed up for the Lovaas course in 
the past year. The development of iTunes University 
offerings will be initiated, possibly with two tiers of 
courses, one for professional CEUs and one that advances 
the CCBS mission among the public and non-behavioral 
professionals. 

  Cambridge Center – Sloan Century Series in Behavior 
Analysis: Bill Webber, Sloan Publishing, reported on sales 
of books by Jay Moore and Beth Sulzer-Azaroff, and is 
optimistic about CCBS – Sloan revenue in the coming 
year. Three books are currently scheduled for publication: 
The Autobiography of Fred Keller, edited by Jack Michael, 
Mary Burch, and Jon Bailey; Time, Space, and Number in 
Physics and Psychology, by William Uttal; and Behavioral 
Foundations of Effective Autism Treatment, by James 
Mulick and F. A. Mayville. 

  Behavior and Philosophy continues to reach the 
academic community under the editorial leadership of Jack 
Marr. Articles are to be made available on behavior.org as 
soon as they are ready for publication. 

  Bookstore sales continue at a healthy level. 

  Conferences 

♦ The 11th annual Behavioral Safety Now conference was held on 
September 25-27, 2007 in Kansas City, and attended by 515 
registrants from 150 companies and 19 countries. 

♦ The Northeast Conference on Autism: Language and Reading for 
Children in the Autism Spectrum was held on April 13, 2007, at 
the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in Worcester, MA, 
drawing a capacity attendance of 210 registrants. 

(Continued from page 1 - 2007 Annual Meeting) ♦ The 3rd Annual Northeast Conference on Autism will be held 
April 11, 2008 at the Sheraton Hotel in Milford, MA. Presenters 
will include Florence D. DiGennaro Reed,  Richard Foxx, Eric V. 
Larsson, Brian Liu-Constant, James Mulick, and Lisa A. Studer. 

♦ The 2008 CCBS West Coast Conference on Autism, jointly 
sponsored with the Santa Barbara Chapter of the Autism Society 
of America, will be organized by trustee Rob Holdsambeck and 
held April 28, 2008, at the Santa Ynez Valley Marriott in Buellton, 
CA. Presenters will include Andy Bondy, Gina Green, Jane 
Howard, Rob Holdsambeck, Hank Pennypacker, and Janet 
Twyman. 

  CCBS web site, www.behavior.org – nearly one million 
visitors came to the site in 2007, up about 20% from last 
year. Video streaming technology has been improved; 
new sections include Traumatic Brain Injury, Analysis of 
Gambling Behavior, Current Repertoire (pdfs of previous 
issues), CCBS-Sloan Century Series, and conference 
registration. 

  Newly elected officers who will serve until the next 
Annual Meeting of Trustees – Clerk, Betsy J. Constantine; 
Treasurer, Robert F. Littleton; Chair: Philip N. Chase 

  The location and date of the 2008 Annual Meeting of 
Trustees – the weekend of October 17-19, 2008, at the 
Chicago School of Professional Psychology. 

  The trustees thanked Chuck Merbitz, Queen 
Washington, and the staff of the Chicago School for their 
support and contributions to a successful meeting. Thanks 
again, Chuck and Queen. 

  Mark your calendars, October 17 – 19, 2008 CCBS 
annual meeting in Chicago. See you there! 
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oversaw a program for adults with various developmental 
disabilities. I completed a practicum with Dave, the most in-
fluential part of which was our regular meetings where I was 
able to suck in all of Dave’s knowledge about science and 
behavior. 

I have never been the same! 

After graduating from WNEC, I went to Western Michigan 
University and worked in Al Poling’s behavioral pharmacol-
ogy lab. Western was a wonderful experience, and I had a 
great time taking classes from many of the famous behavior 
analysts I had read about as an undergraduate. I took Jack 
Michael’s courses on Verbal Behavior and Science and Hu-
man Behavior, Al Poling’s courses on Behavioral Pharmacol-
ogy and the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, Dick 
Malott’s Learning course, Wayne Fuqua’s Research Methods 
Course, and Alyce Dickinson’s OBM course, among others. I 
was also exposed to a rich social and academic environment 
dominated by radical behaviorism. The impact those years 
had on my professional development me cannot be overstated. 

After graduating with my Masters degree from Western, and 
due largely to the very effective prodding of John Austin, I 
went to work with Jon Bailey at Florida State University 
(FSU). Attending Florida State provided me a number of valu-
able opportunities. First, aside from Jon, the psychology de-
partment at FSU is not at all behaviorally oriented and I was 
able to take seminars in cognitive psychology, social psychol-
ogy, etc. from prominent researchers in those fields. It was a 
great learning experience, not because it changed my radical 
behaviorist orientation, but because it forced me to carefully 
consider opposing viewpoints, ultimately providing me a bet-
ter understanding of why behavior analysis is such a powerful 
and, in my opinion, superior approach to psychology. FSU 
also afforded me my first opportunity to work in applied set-
tings as part of an organized behavior analytic intervention 

(Continued from page 3 - Matt Normand, Ph.D., BCBA) 

ABA International Team  
Announcement 

The Society for the Advancement of Behavior Analysis (SABA) is 
very pleased to announce the establishment of a new endowment, 
created to provide financial assistance for scholars engaged in dis-
sertation and Master's thesis research. In an effort to increase oppor-
tunities for young scholars and to promote exemplary graduate re-
search, the SABA Doctoral Dissertation and Master's Thesis Re-
search Endowment will offer two Master's Thesis Research grants in 
the amount of $500 and two Doctoral Dissertation grants in the 
amount of $1,000, annually, beginning in 2009. 
 
To support the new endowment, ABA International will match up to 
$10,000 for donations made in 2007. Please consider making a tax-
deductible donation now in support of behavioral researchers and 
scholars. Your contribution will be matched by ABAI and will support 
and encourage high quality scholarship and work in the field of be-
havior analysis. 
 
Please visit http://www.abainternational.org/saba/contribute.asp on 
the SABA website for more information. 

Coming in FebruaryComing in February  
NEW OnBACE ModuleNEW OnBACE Module  

Earn BACB CEs 
www.behavior.org/onbace 

Don Hantula, Ph.D. of Temple 
University demonstrates how the new 
field of behavioral economics 
helps behavior analysts in an applied 
setting. 

Here's a quote from Don:  

“Are your reinforcers not reinforcing? Are 
you seeing problem behaviors going on in your classrooms that 
you can’t figure out how to address? Are you seeing people 
making choices that you cannot understand? Behavioral 
economics will provide a way to make sense of this, and also 
provide a way to analyze a situation and develop new and 
innovative interventions to change the behaviors of interest and 

improve the lives of the people with whom you 
are working.” 

program. I worked with children displaying a range of behav-
ioral problems, both in schools and in a regional hospital. 
Maxin Reiss was a major influence on my development in this 
regard, and taught me how to balance scientific rigor with the 
practical considerations faced in clinical practice. (I also met 
my wife, Marilin – a fellow Bailey student – at FSU. Not a 
bad deal!)  After spending four years as an assistant professor 
at the Florida Institute of Technology, I moved to the Univer-
sity of the Pacific in August of 2007. We live just outside of 
San Francisco and are enjoying all that northern California 
has to offer! 

Obesity 

For the past four or so years, much of my research has fo-
cused on the behavioral factors contributing to obesity. Recent 
estimates suggest that 66% of adult Americans are overweight 
or obese, with the problem increasingly prevalent in children, 
as well. Excess weight is a risk factor for a variety of health 
problems and associated health care costs have been estimated 
at $117 billion per year. Obviously, developing effective 
methods to treat and prevent this problem are of great societal 
importance. 

All things being equal, the problem can be stated rather sim-
ply: one becomes overweight or obese when more calories are 
consumed than expended. Framed in this way, it is a problem 
that is most properly addressed by behavioral science, as it is 
a problem of behavior. My lab has taken a “the less, the bet-
ter” approach to intervention.  That is, we are seeking to iden-
tify the easiest and “cheapest” interventions that will produce 
a therapeutic effect with each person with whom we work. 

(Continued on page 7) 
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memory).  Along the way at Western, I helped Art teach his 
courses: Digital Control of Behavior, Schedules of Rein-
forcement, Aversive Control, and Computer Assisted In-
struction.  (Art passed away last year, and I lost my mentor 
and good friend, but we’ll have a SKED Users Group Reun-
ion at ABA 2008 to remember and celebrate him).  I took all 
the courses Jack Michael offered, and I also took a course 
from Dick Malott on Behavioral Systems Analysis that influ-
enced me a lot.  When I graduated from WMU, I had a solid 
background in behavior analysis (especially verbal behavior) 
and some ideas on how I wanted to use computers for train-
ing and instruction.  I worked briefly in behavioral pharma-
cology and got my first exposure to databases, and then I 
went back to WMU for a year as an assistant professor, 
teaching a course on the Experimental Analysis of Behavior 
and others having to do with computer control of experi-
ments and how to organize the resulting data in databases, 
and a course on computer-based instruction.  I left academia, 
and for several years after that, I worked for a government 
contractor and further developed my computer skills as a 
systems programmer and systems manager.  It was then that 
I got a chance to put together a team of instructional design-
ers and programmers to do computer-based training.  That 
was fun! 
 
You’ve been an entrepreneur & started 
several companies.  How did that come 
about? 
One of the people I hired for that instructional team was Bill 
Hutchison.  In 1986, we decided to leave the security of a 
regular paycheck and start a new company, BehavHeuristics.  
We first met with Donald Cook and developed some plans 
for a behaviorally-based “intelligent tutoring system” that 
would incorporate technology that Bill had developed.  I still 
hope to develop that.  We ended up doing something quite 
different: yield management systems for the airlines.  We 
worked in an object-oriented language called Smalltalk (the 
predecessor of Java) and I developed a graphic user interface 
when such things were brand new and novel.  US Airlines 
was our biggest success; our system generated $140 million 
additional revenue the first year of operation.  I was CEO of 
BehavHeuristics until I left there in 1996.  I found that after a 
few years of letting other people do the development, I was 
losing my technical understanding, and I had worked too 
hard to develop those skills to let it slip into a “buzzword” 
level of superficial knowledge.  Besides, there was this new 
thing called the World Wide Web, and I wanted to do some-
thing with that.   So that’s when I left and started Operant 
WebSites.  I’ve operated it since then, with the exception of 
a couple of years as CEO of Applied Behavior Systems, 
again with Bill.  And now I’ve started a new company, Be-
havioral Safety Services, in partnership with my long-time 
friend, Terry McSween.  Terry and I were friends as under-
grads, and at WMU.  Terry is also one of the Cambridge 
Centers strongest supporters, organizing the Behavioral 
Safety Now conference every year, which benefits the  
Center. 
 

(Continued from page 3 - Ken Stephens, Ph.D.) How did you get involved with the 
Cambridge Center? 
Donald Cook first told me about the Center, but I didn’t become 
a member until my friend Betsy Constantine became Executive 
Director.  Bill Hutchison and I first met Betsy at the first Inter-
national Conference on Neural Networks in 1987, so we had 
those interests in common.  When Betsy and I talked in 1997, 
the Center already had a web site, but it was pretty primitive by 
today’s standards, and I gave them a prospectus for rebuilding 
the whole thing from the ground up.  Betsy and I worked very 
closely on the project, supported by Ed Anderson and Howard 
Sloane.  That’s pretty much the structure that we have today.  
Later, persuaded by Ed and Beth Sulzer-Azaroff, I developed 
the infrastructure for the OnBACE online continuing education 
program, and that’s what I’m focused on today.  Dwight Har-
shbarger has been particularly supportive of OnBACE.  Some 
other interests developed, but fortunately I was able to hand off 
the webmastering for behavior.org to a competent and involved 
person (who will remain unnamed because she’s so modest!).  I 
believe in the Center’s mission, and want to do everything I can 
to advance it. 
 
What about your new company? 
Ever since taking Malott’s Systems course, I’ve been a believer 
in behavioral systems analysis, and have been an interested ob-
server in the field of organizational behavior management 
(OBM) and participant from the consumer’s perspective at Be-
havHeuristics.  And for the past few years, I’ve worked with 
Terry McSween to provide a web presence for his company, 
Quality Safety Edge.  About 4 years ago, Terry and I started to 
plan a project that’s culminated in SOPA, the software system 
that I’m so excited about.  SOPA stands for Safety Observation 
Performance Analysis, and it’s an observation tracking and 
analysis system that allows us to see where the problems and 
improvement are, and who’s participating in the behavior-based 
safety process.  We designed it from the beginning to be very 
user-friendly, and powerful without being overwhelming.  
We’re going to offer it through a service bureau, Behavioral 
Safety Services.  We’re doing beta testing now with a large 
health maintenance organization on the west coast, and also test-
ing with data from various manufacturing and petroleum compa-
nies.  I feel like my whole career, with all its emphasis on the 
user interface and software engineering, and the support of inno-
vative applications of behavior analysis, has led up to this.  I call 
myself a Behavioral Software Engineer, and this is the next 
chapter of the story.  Stay tuned to see if the good guys win that 
battle, but I’ll continue to be involved with the Center and On-
BACE for some time to come. 
 
What do you like to do in 
your spare time? 
 
I enjoy nature photography, camping and 
hiking in the mountains around Boulder.  
But even then, I’m a behavior analyst.  
I’ve been known to calculate 
IRT/Op distributions on squirrels 
as I sit around the campfire! 

Need Continuing Education Credits?  Remember CCBS OnBACE—online video-based courses at www.behavior.org/onbace 

Ken Stephens, Ph.D. 



The Cambridge Center 
Behavioral Events Calendar 

February 8-10, 
2008 

2008 Autism Conference, ABA International, Hyatt 
Regency, Atlanta, GA 

February 19-21, 
2008 

North Carolina Association for Behavior Analysis, 
NCABA, 19th Annual Conference, Holiday Inn Sunspree 
Resort, Wrightsville Beach, NC 

February 21-23, 
2008 

California Association for Behavior Analysis, CalABA, 
26th Annual Western Regional Conference, Hyatt 
Regency, Garden Grove, CA 

March 1, 2008 Virginia Association for Behavior Analysis, 4th Annual 
Meeting, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA  

March 7-8, 2008 Texas Association for Behavior Analysis, TxABA 
Regional Conference on Behavior Analysis, Wyndham 
Dallas North, TX 

March 13-14, 
2008 

Behavior Analysis Association of Michigan, 22nd Annual 
BAAM Convention, Eastern Michigan University, 
Ypsilanti, MI 

March 14, 2008 New Jersey Association for Behavior Analysis, NJABA, 
Workshop, Dr. Gina Green, Caldwell, New Jersey 

March 27-28, 
2008 

Pennsylvania Association for Behavior Analysis, The 10th 
Annual PennABA Conference, Hershey Lodge & 
Convention Center, Hershey, PA 

April 3-8, 2008 The Performance Improvement Conference, Enhancing 
Knowledge, Know-How, and Results, New York City, NY 

April 4-5, 2008 Four Corners Association for Behavior Analysis, FCABA 
First Annual Conference, Boulder, CO 

April 11, 2008 3rd Annual Northeast Conference on Autism: Evidence-
Based Practices, Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies, 
Milford, MA 

April 25, 2008 Cambridge Center Conference on Autism:  Evidence-
Based Practices, Buellton, CA 

May 22-24, 2008 Society for Quantitative Analyses of Behavior (SQAB), 
SQAB Conference, Chicago, IL 

May 23-27, 2008 Association for Behavior Analysis International (ABA), 
34th Annual Convention, Chicago, IL 

Ongoing 
Announcements 

Ongoing announcements about behavioral events may be 
found at:  www.behavioranalysis.com 

Events also posted on www.behavior.org. 
Please contact Rebekah with event information for publishing here 

 and online.  pavlik@behavior.org 

The Current Repertoire 7 Winter, 2008 

Shared by  
Vinh Dang, 
Student 
The Chicago 
Professional 
School of  
Psychology 
(Artist Craig 
Swanson) 

Typically, we focus on increasing physical activity rather than 
reducing eating or weight. The focus on activity is a practical 
one. There are instruments available (e.g., pedometers and 
heart-rate monitors) that allow us to track activity or calorie 
expenditure fairly accurately without having to watch every-
body all day, every day. Eating is not so easily tracked with 
any sort of objective measure. Our focus on activity rather 
than weight is because the relationship of weight to health and 
healthy behavior is far from perfect. One can lose weight and 
be unhealthy, as in eating disorders such as anorexia or buli-
mia, or gain weight and be healthy, as when someone begins 
weight training and increases their overall muscle mass. Also, 
previous studies have reported that participants sometimes 
resort to unhealthy means of losing weight, such as fasting or 
using diuretics, when weight-loss is the focus of the interven-
tion.  Not so good. 
In our lab, a basic intervention might look something like this. 
We first meet with the participant, explain the relationship of 
eating and activity to overall health and weight. We explain 
that we will focus on physical activity, because it is a better 
indicator of healthy behavior than weight, 
and we ask them to wear a pedometer (or 
heart-rate monitor) all day, every day for 
the entire time they work with us. We 
provide a secure website on which we 
post graphs of their activity levels, set 
activity goals, and allow family members 
and friends to view their progress and 
leave comments for them. They then are 
given an initial physical exam and exer-
cise test, with the exercise test repeated 
several times throughout the 
baseline and intervention. 

Most people are amazed to see how inactive they are! For 
some, this seems to be enough to increase their activity levels. 
For others, more intrusive intervention is necessary. In the 
near future, we hope to begin evaluating incentive-based inter-
ventions with people for whom less-intrusive behavioral inter-
ventions have failed. 

We also have begun collaborating with a local school district 
to evaluate similar behavioral interventions with overweight 
and obese pre-school students. Holly White, the clinical direc-
tor for our school-based programs, has played the largest role 
in this endeavor, and she and I supervise the graduate students 
who work under this contract. This avenue is particularly ap-
pealing to me, as I think that early intervention and, ideally, 
prevention is the most promising approach to dealing with 
obesity. Working in school settings with young children also 
affords a degree of control over the environment that is practi-
cally impossible to achieve with typical adults on an out-
patient basis, thereby increasing the range of intervention pos-
sibilities and, hopefully, the likelihood for success. 

Over the past few decades, behavioral interventions have 
proven effective in dealing with weight-related issues and I 
hope that my lab can contribute to the refinement and dissemi-
nation of such interventions. To me, this seems an especially 
beneficial avenue of research and practice, both for society 
and for the field of behavior analysis.  

(Continued from page 5 - Matt Normand, Ph.D., BCBA) 

Matt Normand, Ph.D. 



  2008 PUBLICATIONS 

The Autobiography of Fred Keller 
Edited by Jack Michael, Mary Burch, & Jon Bailey 

 
Time, Space, and Number in Physics and Psychology 

by William Uttal 
Behavioral Foundations of Effective Autism Treatment 

                           by James Mulick and F. A. Mayville 

 


